This accessory is only used on carbureted engines. Using this on a electronic fuel injection engine will by-pass the ability of the computer to control the fuel pump. The electric fuel pump feed wire supplies 12 volt ignition to the fuel pump.

**Express & Bare Bonz II Panel Installation**

Connect the electric fuel pump feed wire to #M on the panel. The pump must be grounded. Check the manufacturers requirements on the fuse rating of the fuel pump you are using.

**Advantage Panel Installation**

Connect the electric fuel pump feed wire to #24 on the Advantage Panel. The pump must be grounded. Check the manufacturers requirements on the fuse rating of the fuel pump you are using.

**Without our wiring kit**

If you are not using one of our Panels this wire should connected to a source that only supplies voltage (12 volts) with the key in the run position. Check the manufacturers requirements on the fuse rating of the fuel pump you are using.